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About Himmel About Ambience
CSR Himmel is an integral member of CSR’s 

building products group. Our dynamic portfolio of 

aesthetic and acoustic products showcase the best 

of our local and global partnerships. We strive to 

present products that enable customers to create 

inspirational, productive and beautiful spaces.

Ambience by Himmel is the newest addition to the CSR 

Himmel product portfolio. Ambience is created by both 

the visual and acoustic effects within an environment, 

where a comfortable, romantic, fun or lively space 

can only be achieved by the level of ambience that 

is established. Ambience by Himmel is an innovative 

product range that combines acoustic and aesthetic 

solutions that result in beautiful interior spaces. 
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Flat Ceiling Tile
The Ambience Flat Ceiling Tile range allows a standard ceiling to be brought to 

life with a pop of colour. Available in two thicknesses, 13mm and 25mm, the 

Flat Ceiling Tile provides superb sound absorption for any commercial space.
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Cloud

SQUARE CIRCLE TRIANGLE PENTAGON HEXAGON HEPTAGON OCTAGON

The Ambience Cloud range is available in eight cool shapes and a variety of different sizes. 

This product is perfect for spaces where a traditional ceiling is not required but good acoustic 

properties are. Have the flexibility to mix and match colours and hang shapes from different 

heights to create a fun and inviting space.
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PLATFORM

Baffle
The Ambience Baffle range is available in two different shapes, Platform and Rise. The baffles 

can be suspended with three different fixing systems including to a current suspended ceiling, 

a concrete soffit or a plasterboard ceiling meaning the design possibilities are endless.

RISE
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BOX CEILING WEDGE CEILING BOX WALL WEDGE WALL 

3D Ceiling & Wall Tile 
The Ambience 3D Tile range allows you to brighten and create unique spaces. Available 

in two different designs, Box and Wedge, this product can be run throughout a ceiling 

and continuously down a wall to achieve beautiful clean lines. Design and functionality is 

combined with this product providing superb acoustic properties.
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Ambience Stick It is the perfect way to easily add a pop of colour and interesting shapes to any 

space. Simply peel the adhesive and stick onto a wall and it is installed! This product offers good 

acoustics but also works as pin board to keep all those papers and reminders in order.

Stick It

SQUARE CIRCLE TRIANGLE PENTAGON HEXAGON HEPTAGON OCTAGON
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Panel
Ambience Panel is available in three different sizes and levels of acoustic performance. The 

panels come in sixteen Ambience colours. Brighten or soften a room with these beautiful flat felt 

panels which are easily installed with commercial grade adhesive.
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www.himmel.com.au


